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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Feature selection, also known as attribute selection or variable subset selection, is the process of
selecting a subset of relevant features. It has been the focus of interest for quite some time and much
work has been done. With the creation of huge databases and the consequent requirements for good
machine learning techniques, new problems arise and novel approaches to feature selection are in
demand. In previous research recognized this important issue and propose, wordnet and pos tagger
tools are used to minimize the redundancy between sequentially selected features by calculating
efficiency and opinion strength of features. Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) refers
to the use of natural language processing, text analysis and computational linguistics to identify and
extract subjective information in source materials. Sentiment analysis is widely applied to reviews and
social media for a variety of applications, ranging from marketing to customer service. Our new model
used to identify the polarity of features, need to extract the sentiment features from text. We are using
senti wordnet tool to performing the sentiment analysis. To separate the sentiment features, we are
using part of speech tagger.
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INTRODUCTION
Feature selection has been an active research area in pattern
recognition, statistics, and data mining communities. To choose
a subset of input variables by eliminating features with little or
no predictive information is the main idea of feature selection.
Feature
selection
can
significantly
improve
the
comprehensibility of the resulting classifier models. Further, it
is often the case that finding the correct subset of predictive
features is an important problem in its own right. For example,
physician may make a decision based on the selected features
whether a dangerous surgery necessary for treatment or not.
Feature selection in supervised learning is a well studied one,
where the main goal is to find a feature subset that produces
higher classification accuracy. Recently, several researches (Dy
and Brodley, 2000, Devaney and Ram, 1997, Agrawal et al.,
1998) have studied feature selection and clustering together
with a single or unified criterion. For feature selection in
unsupervised learning, to find natural grouping of the examples
in the feature space the learning algorithms are designed. Thus
feature selection in unsupervised learning aims to find a good
subset of features that forms high quality of clusters for a given
number of clusters.The majority of real-world classification
problems (Kohavi and Sommerfield, 1995; Koller and Sahami,
1996) require supervised learning where the underlying class
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probabilities and class-conditional probabilities are unknown,
and each instance is associated with a class label (Dash and
Liu, 1997). In real-world, we often have knowledge about
relevant features and irrelevant features. Many types of features
are introduced the domain and conclusion in the subsistence of
irrelevant/redundant features to the decide on concept. A
relevant feature is neither irrelevant nor redundant to the decide
on concept; an irrelevant feature is indirectly associate with the
decide on concept, not directly but affect the learning process,
and a irrelevant and redundant feature does not add anything
new to decide on concept (Zakaria Elberrichi et al., 2008). In
many selection and classification problems, it is difficult to
understand good classifiers before removing these irrelevant
features due to the large number of the data. Reducing the
number of irrelevant/redundant features can reduce the
computation time of the learning phase and permit a more
general classifier. This helps in getting a better awareness into
the underlying concept of a real-world classification problem.
Related works
A large number of researchers had proposed opinion analysis
for feature selection and classification for redundancy
minimization. In previous research, Ding et al. recognized this
particular issue and proposed the mRMR (minimum
Redundancy Maximum Relevance Feature Selection) model to
minimize the redundancy among the sequentially selected
features. However, this method used the greedy search, where
the global feature redundancy wasn’t considered and the results
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are not optimal. Zakaria Elberrichi, Abdelattif Rahmoun, and
Mohamed Amine Bentaalah (Muhammad Zubair Asghar et al.,
2014) paper explores a method to categorize the text documents
that use WordNet concept. The bag of words representation
used for text representation is unsatisfactory as it ignores
possible relations between terms. The proposed method extracts
generic concepts from WordNet for all the terms in the text and
then it forms a new representative vector by combining them
with the term in different ways. In (Hu and Lium 2004), the
author says feature based sentiment analysis include feature
extraction, sentiment prediction, sentiment classification and
optional summarization modules (Amitava Das et al., 2008).
Feature extraction process generates the extracted features by
taking text as input and generate it in any of the forms like
Lexico-Syntactic or Stylistic, Syntactic and Discourse based
(Ahmed Abbasi et al., 2006; Hu and Liu, 2004; Turney, 2002)
paper focuses on online customer reviews of products. It makes
two contributions. First, it proposes a novel framework for
comparing and analyzing consumer opinions of competing
products. A prototype system called Opinion Observer is also
implemented. The system is such that with a single glance of its
visualization, the user is able to clearly see the strengths and
weaknesses of each product in the minds of consumers in terms
of various product features. This comparison is useful to both
product manufacturers and potential customers. Peter D.Turney
(Wang et al., 2014) proposed with the explosive growth of the
social media content on the Internet in the past few years,
people now express their views on almost anything in
discussion. Finding and monitoring the opinion sites on the web
is a difficult task. Thus there is a need for automatic opinion
summarization systems and discovery. Sentiment Analysis or
Opinion Mining is the computational study of opinions,
sentiments and emotions expressed in text. This paper describes
the field of Sentiment Analysis and its latest developments.
However, finding opinion sites and monitoring the Web can
still be a formidable task because there are a large number of
diverse sites, and each site may also have a huge volume of
opinionated text. In many cases, opinions are hidden in blogs
and long forum posts. It is difficult for a human reader to find
relevant sites, extract related sentences with opinions, read,
summarize and organize them into usable forms. Thus the
Automated opinion discovery and summarization systems are
needed. F.Y. Wang (Lloret et al., 2010) addresses the
difficulties to associate with their development, operation. In
(Samaneh Moghaddam, ?), the authors utilize A comparative
opinion expresses a preference relation of two or more objects
based on some of their shared features.
Pos Tagging
We introduce sentiment analysis as a pre-classification
procedure to support subjectivity-aware POS tagging. The POS
corpus is classified into two categories as “subjective” or
“objective”. This pre-classification is typically used for
sentiment analysis. POS tagging can benefited by subjectivity
classification. The genre information can also help POS
tagging, but found out that genre information in brown corpus
is not as beneficial for POS tagging as subjectivity information.
Besides for a collection of article for each kind of genres it’s
difficult to collect. We use two collections of subjectivity to
build the upper and lower bound of (e A; e B; e_). We found
out that the subjectivity labeling is easier than POS tagging.
The approach is to contribute more when labeled with

“subjective” or “objective” tag. By supervised learning model
can be trained using the pre-classified data. In (e A; e B; e_),
the lower bound is calculated from training set with “objective”
pre-class, and the upper bound is from the “subjective” preclass.
A. Datasets
The data set we use is based on review POS which is a part-ofspeech corpus on 1500 reviews. The words are turned into
lowercase. There are 25 tags in review POS, some of which are
seldom used in common text tagging, i.e., “E” for “Emotion”
such as “:)”.
B. Experimental Settings
The accuracy of the prediction of token-tag pairs is the
performance metric used in this study. Since we need a corpus
that have subjectivity label as well as POS tags, we tag each
message as “subjective” or “objective” as the training set for
Naive Bayes model. The words are only used as features to
train the model. The tags that are irrelevant to subjectivity
analysis are removed. The tags we used are shown in Table I.
There are more interjection and adjectives in subjective
reviews.
Table 1. The User reviews part-of-speech tags that used in
subjectivity Analysis
Tag
A
R
!
E
,
G
V
N

Description
adjective
adverb
interjection
emotion
punctuation
abbreviation
verbal
common noun

Example
great
very
lol
:-)
!!!
ily
want
gift

% in objective
6.5
5.2
4.6
1.2
12.7
0.6
14.9
12.5

% in subjective
4.5
4.5
1.7
0.8
11.7
1.1
15.0
14.3

For POS tagging task at semantic level the sentimental
information provides some global knowledge. The experiments
illustrate that the subjectivity classification can benefit the POS
tagging task. In an attempt to use existing or calibrated global
information rather than to generate detailed features the
proposed approach improves the POS tagging performance.
Interval-type HMM allows un-determined model parameters to
cope with global information.
Lexical database
A lexical database is a lexical resource that permits access to its
contents
which
has
an
associated
software
environment database. The database may be a general-purpose
database into which lexical information has been entered or a
custom-designed for the lexical information. Information stored
in a database includes lexical category and synonyms of words,
as well as phonological and semantic relations between
different words or sets of words.
A. Wordnet
Word Net is a thesaurus for the English language developed at
the University of Princeton and based on psycholinguistics
studies. It was originated as a data-processing resource which
covers synsets. The synsets are sets of synonyms which gather
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lexical items having
aving similar significances. The definition of the
synsets varies from the specific one to the very general. The
most general synsets cover a very broad number of
significances whereas the most specific synsets gather a
restricted number of lexical significances. The difference which
has WordNet compared to the traditional dictionaries is the
separation of the data into four data bases associated with the
categories of verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs. Each
database is differently organized than the others.
oth
The names are
orderly in hierarchy, the verbs by relations, the adjectives and
the adverbs by N-dimension
dimension hyperspaces. The approach
suggested is composed of two stages. The first stage relates to
the learning phase and it consists of generating a new text
representation based on merging terms with their associated
concept and also selecting the characteristic features for
creating the categories profiles. The second stage relates to the
classification phase which consists of weighting the features in
the
he categories profiles and calculating the distance between the
categories profiles and the profile of the document to be
classified.

Step 1: Preprocessing phase
Extract some statistical information from the original database
Step 2: Mining phase
We apply POS tagging in the extracted statistical information.
The pre-classification
classification model training algorithm is stated in
Algorithm 1. Lines 1-66 prepare the review corpus. The initial
subjectivity labels are crafted by hand and then the POS review
corpus can be expressed as (SSobj
SSobj ; SSsub
SSsub).

Figure 2. The Proposed me
method Diagram

Figure 1. The suggested approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the proposed methodology, we present our pre-classification
pre
model training algorithm, which consists of a preprocessing
phase and a mining phase. In the preprocessing phase, the
relevant dataset is extracted from the original database. In the
mining phase,
se, given dataset is performed with POS tagging and
extraction of sentiment features.
Opinion analysis using wordnet tool is performed on the
extracted sentiment features. During the opinion analysis,
opinion strength of sentiment features is calculated by use of
wordnet tool. Senti Word Net assigns to each synset of Word
Net three sentiment scores. Based on opinion strength of
sentiment features we have classifying the word into five
classes. 1. Strong positive, 2. Weak positive 3. Strong negative
4. Weak negative 5. Neutral.

By turning words into lower cases and replacing special names
the corpus is cleaned. A line 77-12 generates a feature set using
word features and with the training set trains the model. The
NB parameters are typically trained according to Equs. (3), (4)
and (5). In Lines 13-20, (SSobj;
SSobj; SSsub
SSsub) is re-classified into
(RSSobj; RSSsub)) using the NB model to get a pre
pre-classified
training set
________________________________________
Algorithm 1 Pre-classification
classification model training
Input: POS-tagging corpus for Restaurant Reviews
Output: Find Most Effective Features,
Pre-classified
classified corpus to train Minimization Redundancy
01. Prepare Review corpus:
02. Initial subjectivity labeling
03. by hand: Category = ′obj′;′′ sub′
04. SS_obj = [(Word, Tag)T ]M
05. SS_sub = [(Word, Tag)T ]M
06. Clean the corpus
07. Model training:
08. Feature generation:
09. feature (SS_obj; SS_sub, word_features)
10. Training set = {feature, true/false; obj/sub}
11. Evaluate the parameters using POST
12. POST according to Equ.(3,4,5)
qu.(3,4,5)
13. Pre-classification:
14. RSS_obj = {}
15. For each sentence in ∪{SSobj ; SSsub}
16. ifP(y = 1│O) < 0.5:
17. RSSobj = RSSobj∪ {sentence}}
18. else:
19. RSSsub = RSSsub∪ {sentence
sentence}
20. Return: POST; RSSobj; RSSsub
Then the Sentiment words are extracted after applying the POS
tagging.

A. Pseudo code
This consists of two phases.

Step 3: Opinion strength calculation
calculation: The opinion strength is
calculated using the wordnet tool which consists of two phases:
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Step 4: Opinion Analysis
Polarity of a word refers to its strength typically in a ‘positive’
vs. ‘negative’ sense. Here we consider three polarity levels for
adjectives: positive, negative and neutral. An adjective can
imply positive meaning, like ‘excellent’, negative meaning, like
‘poor’ and neutral meaning, like ‘mediocre’. For training and
testing the classifier (Turney, 2002) we use a set of tagged
adjectives. In this set there are 30 adjectives, 10 of them are
tagged as positive, 10 as negative and 10 as neutral adjectives.
The input of classifier is a set of tuples containing the similarity
values between the given adjective and the three fixed
adjectives ‘excellent’, ‘mediocre’ and ‘poor’. To predict the
polarity of other adjectives we use these three fixed adjectives
as reference points. The polarity is determined by aggregating
the polarity of the extracted adjectives based on their
frequencies.
Table 2. Tagged adjectives used for training and
testing the classifier

Fig. 4. Pre processing

Positive
good
nice
awesome
excellent
great
precious
satisfactory
exceptional
outstanding

Neutral
mediocre
average
enough
fair
okay
fine
neutral
ordinary
reasonable

Negative
bad
terrible
weak
bitter
imperfect
poor
faulty
defective
awful

Fig. 5. Sentiment terms extraction

A. Learning Phase: A text representation is generated based
on merging terms with their associated concept and creating the
categories profiles by selecting the characteristic features.
B. Classification Phase: Weighting the features in the
categories profiles and calculating the opinion strength between
the categories profiles and the profile of the document to be
classified

Fig. 6. POS Tagging

Each adjective is also assigned a weight which is equal to its
frequency in that review. The weighted average of the adjective
scores is computed to find the polarity of the review is then
determined. A specific classifier is needed for each context.
When the method learns the opinion classifier, it can be applied
to other contexts.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In these experimental results, we collect sample data from the
restaurant user review set and performed it by proposed
methods. The below figures show the proposed method result.

between two adjectives, and then the values are used to learn
the classifier for predicting polarity of each adjective. In
experiments with 100 reviews from the movie reviews corpus
in NLTK, our algorithm attains an accuracy of 73% while the
baseline method in the best case can attain an accuracy of 64%.
It can attain high accuracy using a small training set is the key
advantage of our method. In addition, our proposed opinion
polarity classifier is independent from the context and can be
applied to different review types. On the other hand, the
baseline classifier totally depends on the context which limits
its usage. In the end, we can say that high accuracy along with
simplicity of our method may encourage further work with
opinion polarity.
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